MOUSE MATS

PVC MOUSE MATS - DISPLAY BOX OF 20

MODEL CODE
MM-BOX20

SPECIFICATIONS
- Size: 190 x 210 x 3 mm
- Durable, Washable
- Good Grip on Top & Bottom
- Top: Special Rough-Surface Embossed PVC
- Backing EVA Foam

** Please Note: The pictures in each collection are updated from time to time and therefore may differ from the sample images listed here.

MOUSE MATS - CLOTH/FOAM

The plain coloured Cloth/Foam mats are an economical mouse mat supplied either loose or in a Poly Bag with headercard.
Size: 220 x 260 x 6 mm

MODEL CODE | COLOUR
---|---
MOUSE MAT | Blue
MOUSE MATR | Red
MOUSE MATE | Green
MOUSE MATG | Grey

CUSTOM DESIGN PVC LAMINATED MOUSE MATS

A high quality mat that can be printed with photo like images that incorporate company logos and contact details. The Mats are manufactured in either a PVC / Natural Rubber combination or PVC thin mat which has a hard PVC top with a low profile natural rubber backing surface. The mats can also be manufactured to different shapes other than the standard rectangular shape.

ARTWORK
There are three methods of supplying art work to produce PVC customs mouse mats.

1) Client supplies an outline of the requirements and we arrange complete production to finished Artwork stage. A sample of the image will be provided before any film is produced.

2) Client supplies electronic image of Artwork produced in Corel Draw V7 (or higher) or Photoshop. The image must be at least 300 dpi and incorporate cropping of not less than 4mm on all sides of the image.

3) Client supplies Film in CMYK. The film to be POSITIVE, EMULSION DOWN and include cropping of not less than 4mm on all sides of the image.

A sample of the completed PVC Custom Mouse Mat will be provided before the PVC mats are produced. Client approval is required at this stage to effect the production of the mats.

PVC / NATURAL RUBBER MAT DETAILS
- Typical Mouse mat size : 180 x 210mm to 190 x 250mm
- Mat thickness : 3mm
- The minimum quantity is 500 pcs.

PVC THIN MAT DETAILS
- Typical Mouse mat size : 180 x 220mm
- Mat thickness : 1mm
- The minimum quantity is 500 pcs.